Introduction

We are pleased to present to you in this leaflet Olympic Solidarity (OS) objectives, budgets and programmes established for the 2017-2020 plan.
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A new plan naturally focuses on consolidating the progress made, but also offers new prospects. That is why, with the aim of optimising its services to the NOCs and in a spirit of environmental sustainability, the international office continues to manage all the World Programmes in coordination with the OS offices at the various NOC continental associations, which, for their part, offer specific Continental Programmes.

The “Olympic Solidarity Online Platform” allows the NOCs direct online access to the OS programmes: guidelines, application and report forms.

Objectives

- Ensuring all coaches, individualised funds are spent in a responsible, transparent and accountable way
- Promotion of the Olympic Agenda 2020 concepts
- Adjustment and reinforcement of internal OS strategies
- Promotion of Olympic Values
- Promotion of Sports Medicine and Protection of Clean Athletes
- Sustainability in Sport
- Gender Equality and Diversity
- Sport for Social Development
- Olympic Education, Culture and Legacy

OS Online Platform

The “Olympic Solidarity Online Platform” allows the NOCs direct online access to the OS programmes: guidelines, application and report forms.

Strategies

- World Programmes
- Continental Programmes
- OC Subsidies for Participation in Olympic Games
- OS Solidarity Exchanges
- Special Projects

Programmes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>World Programmes</th>
<th>Budget USD 509,385,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IOC Subsidies for Participation in Olympic Games</td>
<td>USD 222,050,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Programmes</td>
<td>USD 210,535,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>USD 20,200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Support Services</td>
<td>USD 50,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Programmes IOC
- Programmes ANOC
- Programmes IFs
- Programmes NOCs
- Programmes Continental

General Life Cycle of an Application for OS World Programmes

| Activity | OS analyses technical and financial reports application takes place approval Advance payment |
|----------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|-------------------------------|-----------------|
| Approval | OS analyses technical and financial reports application takes place approval Advance payment |
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World Programmes

- Athletes
  - Olympic Scholarships for Athletes “PyeongChang 2018”
  - Olympic Scholarships for Athletes “Tokyo 2020”
  - Team Support Grant
  - Continental Athlete Support Grant
  - Youth Olympic Games – Athlete Support
  - Athlete Career Transition
  - Refugee Athlete Support

- Coaches
  - Technical Courses for Coaches
  - Olympic Scholarships for Coaches
  - Development of National Sports System

- Officials
  - Olympic Education, Culture and Legacy
  - Promotion of the Olympic Values

- Volunteers
  - Sustainable Exchanges
  - Special Projects

- Officials
  - Sustainable Exchanges
  - Special Projects

- Knowledge Management & Sharing
  - Technical Courses for Coaches
  - Olympic Scholarships for Coaches
  - Development of National Sports System

- Access & Special Projects
  - Special Projects
  - Sustainable Exchanges

Caution

- For the NOCs, the main benefits of OS programmes are being given as: assistance, support and guidance. It is not just aid, but advice on how to best use the aid in the NOCs’ activities in order to have the best impact on athletes and sports development. Therefore, we are in line with the belief that the NOCs can only make good use of the aid when they have the necessary knowledge and skills to manage it.

- The NOCs are encouraged to identify their needs and priorities in advance. The OS offices are dedicated to working with the NOCs to deliver the most effective OS programmes.

- The NOCs are encouraged to ensure that they have the necessary knowledge and skills to manage the aid provided by OS, in order to have the best impact on athletes and sports development.
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World Programmes

Athletes

Olympic Solidarity Support for Athletes ("Young Dreams" 2018)

To offer scholarships to athletes preparing and attempting to qualify for the XXIII Olympic Winter Games PyeongChang 2018.

WHAT

Scholarships: monthly training grant and fixed travel subsidy for refugee athletes. Technical and financial assistance for the organisation of specific activities for the identification, training and education of refugee athletes.

WHO

NOCs with strong winter sports tradition (participation in Sochi) and whose athletes have a proven PyeongChang qualification chance.

HOW MUCH

Variable scholarship amount according to training option, number of scholarships and country cost of living. Fixed travel subsidy.

WHEN

10,000 per course. In principle, max. 10 courses per Olympiad (max. USD 80,000) and 2 to 4 courses per year depending on NOC needs.

WHO

All NOCs. coaches officially recognised by an IF, their affiliated NFs, sports clubs and other sports organisations.

Promotion of the Olympic Values

Olympic Education, Culture & Training

To develop an educational and cultural training programme which will focus on the Olympic values, address topics of interest and provide support to NOCs which want to develop a programme on the Olympic values.

WHAT

Annual forums in each continent addressing topics of interest. Olympic Marketing Seminars. Topical training seminars for groups of NOCs. Biennial forums for the Continental Association Athletes’ Commissions.

WHO

NOCs in extraordinary or unexpected circumstances.

Sustainability in Sport

To develop a sports programme which focuses on the importance of sustainability in sport as a way to ensure that the sports movement is responsible to the environment and can continue to grow.

WHAT

Encourage NOCs to adopt sustainability practices, including: environmental awareness, reducing energy consumption, recycling, using environmentally friendly products, and promoting sustainable development.

WHO

All NOCs.

Gender Equality & Diversity

To support and assist NOCs in gender equality and diversity projects.

WHAT

Support NOCs in identifying and implementing gender equality and diversity projects.

WHO

All NOCs.

NOC Management & Knowledge Sharing

NOC Management Initiatives

To provide project grants to NOCs to develop and strengthen their management capacities, and to support the training needs of the NOC management team.

WHAT

Application per project.

WHO

Staff and executives of NOCs, NFs or other national sports organisations, who are nominated by their NOC and meet MEMOS admission criteria.

Sport for Social Development

To promote sport and physical activity as a tool to improve social development, including the promotion of healthy lifestyles, integration of marginalized populations, and the promotion of social cohesion.

WHAT

Application per project/training.

WHO

Sports clubs and other sport organisations.

NOC Scholarships for Coaches

Olympic Scholarships
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WHO
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